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Abstract
Objective—To determine the acute predictors associated with the development of
postconcussion syndrome (PCS) in children and adolescents after mild traumatic brain injury.
Design—Retrospective analysis of a prospective observational study.
Setting—Pediatric emergency department (ED) in a children’s hospital.
Participants—Four hundred six children and adolescents aged 5 to 18 years.
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Main Exposure—Closed head trauma.
Main Outcome Measures—The Rivermead Post Concussion Symptoms Questionnaire
administered 3 months after the injury.
Results—Of the patients presenting to the ED with mild traumatic brain injury, 29.3% developed
PCS. The most frequent PCS symptom was headache. Predictors of PCS, while controlling for
other factors, were being of adolescent age, headache on presentation to the ED, and admission to
the hospital. Patients who developed PCS missed a mean (SD) of 7.4 (13.9) days of school.
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Conclusions—Adolescents who have headache on ED presentation and require hospital
admission at the ED encounter are at elevated risk for PCS after mild traumatic brain injury.
Interventions to identify this population and begin early treatment may improve outcomes and
reduce the burden of disease.
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More than 473 000 annual emergency department (ED) visits occur for children with
traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) in the United States, and more than 75% of these injuries are
defined as mild (mTBI).1–3 Mild TBI is a complex patho-physiologic process that can occur
after trauma to the head. Some children with mTBI develop a cluster of cognitive, physical,
and emotional problems commonly referred to as postconcussion syndrome (PCS).4–8 The
incidence of PCS depends on the diagnostic criteria used and the population studied. The
presence of at least 3 symptoms at 3 months is required to meet the diagnostic criteria for
PCS as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth
Edition (DSM-IV).9
No tool can reliably predict development of PCS at the time of injury. Current ED
evaluation for children focuses on symptoms that may predict abnormalities on computed
tomography (CT), but cranial CT reveals normal findings in most patients with mTBI.10
Predicting PCS with acute symptoms of TBI has not been clearly established.11,12 Early
administration of injury-specific information8,13 and provision of postinjury coping
strategies in adults14–16 and children8 have been shown to improve post-mTBI functioning.
The objectives of this study were to determine the incidence of PCS at 3 months and to
identify predictors of PCS after mTBI in a cohort of children and adolescents who presented
to the ED after the initial injury. We hypothesized that risk factors for the development of
PCS would help to stratify the need for ongoing follow-up and resources for this population
of children and adolescents who present to the ED.
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METHODS
PARTICIPANTS AND SETTINGS
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We performed a secondary analysis of a larger prospective cohort of consecutive patients
with TBI who participated in a TBI registry study funded by the National Institutes of
Health.16 The original cohort was recruited at the pediatric and adult EDs of the University
of Rochester Medical Center from January 7, 2003, through September 6, 2004. Patients
were eligible if they met the case definition of mTBI developed by the Mild Traumatic Brain
Injury Committee of the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, that is, a blow to
the head or acceleration/deceleration movement of the head resulting in 1 or more of the
following: loss of consciousness (LOC) of less than 30 minutes, amnesia of less than 24
hours or any alteration in mental state, and a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13 or more
measured 30 minutes or more after injury.17 This study cohort was limited to patients who
completed follow-up and to verbal children and adolescents (age range, 5 to 18 years). The
research subject review board at the University of Rochester approved the parent study and
all secondary analyses. The institutional review board at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center exempted this secondary analysis from review.
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Research assistants identified participants who were confirmed by the attending emergency
physician. Research assistants collected clinically relevant information from the participants
and/or a parent or guardian on a standardized data collection form before ED discharge.
Data included demographic factors (race, ethnicity, age, insurance information, and sex),
history of TBI requiring an ED visit or associated with LOC, mechanism of injury, clinical
signs and symptoms of TBI (LOC, amnesia, alteration of mental status, nausea/vomiting,
and headache), physical examination factors (Glasgow Coma Scale score), results of
neuroimaging (if performed), ED medication administration, receipt of injury-specific
discharge instructions, referrals, and disposition. Age was further dichotomized into schoolaged children (5–10 years) and adolescents (11–18 years). Severe mechanism of injury was
extrapolated from the definition used in the neuroimaging prediction rule by Kuppermann et
al.10,17 We defined this to include any of the following: a motor vehicle collision, a
pedestrian struck by a motor vehicle, a bicyclist without a helmet, or a fall of more than 3
feet. Other diagnoses were determined by a post hoc review of billing records for non-TBI
codes from the International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision. An abnormal finding
on cranial CT was defined by the presence of any intracranial injury and the presence of
skull fractures.
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Three months after the initial visit, participants or parents or guardians were interviewed by
telephone. The following information was collected: number of days of school missed owing
to the TBI, PCS symptom score using the Rivermead Post Concussion Symptoms
Questionnaire (RPQ), and whether they were in the process of a lawsuit regarding the injury.
Interviewers were blinded to the details of the initial ED presentation. The RPQ is used to
assess common PCS symptoms in patients of all ages.18–20 Symptoms assessed include
headaches, dizziness, nausea, noise sensitivity, sleep disturbance, fatigue, irritability,
depression, frustration, poor memory, poor concentration, taking longer to think, blurred
vision, light sensitivity, double vision, and restlessness. Participants or their parents or
guardians rated the severity of each of the 16 symptoms during the past 24 hours compared
with before the injury on a scale from 0 to 4, where 0 indicates absent; 1, the same; 2, mild;
3, moderate; and 4, severe. We defined PCS as the presence of 3 or more symptoms on the
RPQ that were rated as worse (score of ≥2) than before the injury. This information was
extrapolated from the diagnostic criteria for PCS set out by the DSM-IV, which requires the
presence of at least 3 symptoms at 3 months after the injury.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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We compared variables between patients who completed the follow-up and those who were
unavailable for follow-up by using χ2 tests for categorical data and unpaired 2-tailed t tests
for continuous data. Frequencies of all the variables were computed for all those who
completed follow-up and by the development of PCS. For all those completing follow-up,
bivariate analysis using relative risk ratios for development of PCS was calculated for the
independent variables, including demographic characteristics, symptoms, and treatment.
We developed a multivariable logistic regression model to identify significant predictors of
PCS. Potential predictors were variables that could be observed during the ED visit and were
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included on the basis of clinical relevance, availability in the ED, and prior published work.
The potential predictors included demographic characteristics and symptoms (ie, Glasgow
Coma Scale score, LOC, headache, amnesia, nausea/vomiting, other mental status changes,
CT results, history of TBI requiring an ED visit, and severe mechanism of injury). The
person who completed the follow-up questions (a parent or guardian or the patient) and
treatment variables, including analgesics administered in the ED, hospital admission, and
discharge instructions, were included as potential confounders. We explored potential
multicollinearity among the independent variables using a stepwise approach, examining
changes in significance and odds ratios and exploring significant associations among the
independent variables. Model goodness of fit was ascertained using the Hosmer-Lemeshow
test.21 The C statistic (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) was used to
evaluate the predictive ability of the model. We used an a priori significance level of .05 for
all statistical tests. Unless otherwise indicated, data are expressed as mean (SD). Data
analysis was performed using commercially available software (SAS, version 9.22; SAS
Institute Inc).
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RESULTS
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A total of 547 patients 5 years or older met criteria for enrollment and were approached
during the initial study, of whom 66 (12.1%) refused participation, resulting in a total of 481
enrolled. Four hundred six children and adolescents (84.4%) completed the 3-month followup. Those who completed follow-up were more likely to be white (84.5% vs 54.7%; P<.
001), to be non-Hispanic (94.1% vs 82.9%; P=.001), and to have private insurance (72.9%
vs 44.0%; P<.001) compared with those who did not complete follow-up. Those who
completed follow-up also presented less frequently with LOC (53.0% vs 69.3% yes or
unsure; P=.009) but were more likely to have received specific mTBI discharge instructions
(63.1% vs 50.0%; P=.04). No other significant differences were detected in the other
clinically relevant variables captured in the ED.
Of the 406 follow-up interviews, 145 (35.7%) were completed by the patient, whereas 261
(64.3%) were completed by a parent or guardian. Patients who self-completed the interview
tended to be older than those whose parent or guardian did so (mean age, 14.8 [2.6] vs 12.3
[3.6] years; P<.001). For all patients who completed the 3-month follow-up, the mean score
on the RPQ was 6.83 (9.78), with a median of 2.0 (range, 0–56). These data were skewed,
with 34.2% of the patients having a score of 0. Headache was the most common symptom
after the injury noted on the RPQ, reported by 30.5%. The frequency and severity of each
PCS symptom are shown in the Figure.
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A total of 119 patients (29.3%) had PCS. The mean RPQ scores were significantly different
between those who did and did not have PCS (18.0 [10.9] vs 2.2 [3.6]; P<.001). Table 1
provides descriptive statistics for each independent variable for the entire group and for the
2 groups of patients stratified by the development of PCS. For those who completed followup, a sport was the most common individual mechanism of injury (35.5%), followed by a
motor vehicle collision (20.9%), a fall (16.5%), a cycling fall or crash (8.6%), assault
(6.9%), other (6.9%), a pedestrian struck by a vehicle (2.5%), and a motorcycle crash
(2.2%).
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Table 2 provides the relative risk of developing PCS for each independent variable. Patients
at risk of developing PCS were more likely to be adolescents, to be female, to present with
headache in the ED, to have had cranial CT performed in the ED, to have received
analgesics in the ED, to be admitted to the hospital for further treatment, and to be in the
process or to have the intent of suing. All patients experienced considerable school
absenteeism after the TBI, but those who developed PCS missed a mean of 7.4 (13.9) days.
Patients who missed more than 2 days of school were at increased risk of developing PCS
compared with those who missed fewer days. Because age was associated with the increased
risk of developing PCS, additional exploratory bivariate analysis was performed for each
age group. For patients aged 5 to 10 years, only those who were admitted (relative risk, 3.32
[95% CI, 1.37–8.01]) and in the process or with the intent of suing (4.94 [2.29–10.66]) had
an increased risk of developing PCS. For adolescents, those at risk of developing PCS were
more likely to be female (relative risk, 0.68 for being male [95% CI, 0.49–0.92]), to have
sustained a severe mechanism of injury (1.38 [1.01–1.88]), to present with headache in the
ED (2.33 [1.43–3.80]), to receive analgesics in the ED (1.47 [1.04–2.08]), to be admitted
(1.67 [1.15–2.45]), to receive analgesics at home (1.90 [1.31–2.76]), to miss more than 2
days of school (1.89 [1.39–2.58]), and to be in process or to have the intent of suing (1.96
[1.40–2.75]). All other variables in the bivariate analysis for the age groups were not
significant.
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A total of 402 participants (99.0%) had complete data for inclusion in the multivariable
logistic regression model. Significant acute predictors for PCS were adolescent age (odds
ratio, 2.00 [95% CI, 1.07–3.73]), presence of headache (2.63 [1.52–4.57]), and admission to
the hospital (2.90 [1.48–5.68]). Although girls were at increased risk of developing PCS in
the bivariate analysis, sex was not significant in the multivariable model. This finding could
be explained, in part, because sex is significantly associated with a number of variables
included in the model, such as prior TBI, severe mechanism of injury, and receiving
analgesics in the ED. The multivariable model demonstrated goodness of fit as assessed by
the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (P = .43) and moderate ability to predict PCS (C statistic, 0.66).

COMMENT

Author Manuscript

In this study, 29.3% of children and adolescents with mTBI who presented to the ED
developed PCS, and those patients missed an average of more than 1 week of school as a
result of their injury and the associated sequelae. Given the number of children and
adolescents with mTBI3,22,23 who present to the ED and the high incidence of PCS in this
population, the resultant school absenteeism implies that mTBI in this population imposes a
significant public health burden. We developed a robust model identifying key variables at
the initial ED visit that predict the development of PCS, including adolescent age, presence
of headache, and admission to the hospital after the ED evaluation. Awareness of these
factors can help the ED clinician recognize pediatric patients who are at elevated risk for
persistent PCS and can deliver individualized post-mTBI care, such as symptom
management, instructions for a stepwise return to activity, and arrangements for follow-up
care. This tailored approach can potentially reduce the burden of this disease.8
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Studies have shown a high incidence of symptoms immediately after injury that improve
over time but still leave 11% to 17% of patients with impairment at 3 months.18,19,24 Our
finding of a 29.3% incidence of PCS after ED presentation for mTBI is higher than what has
been previously reported. Strict entrance criteria, presentation at an ED associated with a
regional level I trauma center or pediatric tertiary referral center, and inclusion of patients
(3.5%) with neuroimaging abnormalities may have contributed to the selection of children
and adolescents with more severe initial symptoms that may lead to a higher symptom
burden after injury. Despite these limitations and differences, our study supports the notion
that a significant proportion of children and adolescents who sustain mTBI and present to
the ED develop short-term sequelae.
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Early identification of patients who will develop sequelae would assist in postinjury
discharge planning in the ED. Although other factors thought to contribute to PCS, such as
prior TBI, the mechanism of injury, LOC, nausea, amnesia, other mental status changes, and
neuroimaging abnormalities, were not found to be associated with development of PCS in
our study, we cannot infer that they are unrelated to the development of PCS.11,24–28 Our
findings suggest that these factors do not contribute to the development of PCS after taking
other factors into consideration. Controversy exists around the validity of the subjective
symptoms within the definition of PCS and the notion of malingering for secondary gain. As
was found in adults who sustained a TBI,11 the intent to sue was strongly associated with the
development of PCS. For younger patients with mTBI, this association has not been
previously reported.
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The presence of headache in the ED was significantly related to the development of PCS.
Headache was also the most frequently (30.5%) endorsed symptom at 3 months and was
associated with risk of PCS for adolescents. Similarly, Blume et al29 found that 43% of
children with mTBI reported having headaches at 3 months, and adolescents were
particularly affected by headaches. As such, discharge instructions need to give specific
guidance about the management of headache and about active interventions, such as the use
of analgesics, activity restrictions, biofeedback, and other coping strategies. Simply
reviewing discharge instructions detailing the symptoms and course of PCS has been shown
to decrease the incidence and severity of symptoms.8 In addition to routine patient
management, our finding of a mean of 7.4 days of school missed for more than one-quarter
of the children and adolescents who present to the ED with mTBI underscores the need to
explore the role of schools in the rehabilitation of students with mTBI.
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Age at the time of injury may affect recovery for pediatric patients after mTBI.30
Adolescents in our sample were at greater risk of developing PCS than were younger
children. Adolescents with PCS were more likely to be involved in severe mechanisms of
injury associated with greater kinetic energies that may have resulted in brain injury on a
cellular level. Adolescents may be able to better articulate their symptoms than younger
children and tend to rate their symptoms as more severe than do their parents; thus, their
responses on surveys may be more accurate than those completed by younger children or by
parents.
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In our cohort, only 10.4% of patients were admitted, but this percentage was independently
associated with PCS. Similarly, Taylor et al27 found that hospital admission was associated
with increased levels of PCS in a cohort of 186 children. Multiple factors enter the decision
for admission and are related not only to the severity of symptoms but to concomitant
injuries or illnesses, time of day, parental preference, and physician practice. Increased
personal and family stress associated with admission to the hospital may contribute to the
severity of PCS symptoms.31,32
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Although we selected a large cohort of children and adolescents by using a rigorous
definition of mTBI with a high participation rate at the 3-month follow-up, several
constraints are imposed by the initial study design that limit the conclusions drawn from this
secondary analysis. Some variables of interest at the time of ED presentation were not
recorded prospectively (eg, other signs and symptoms associated with TBI and PCS and
other diagnoses), and others were not recorded in a manner that would be clinically useful
(severity indexes of presenting symptoms). Further limitations included the lack of inclusion
of contributors to postinjury functioning, such as personal and family factors. The lack of
premorbid data and a control comparison group does not allow for control of these factors.
The calculation of severity of PCS with only 1 tool and at 1 time point does not allow for
assessment of other neurocognitive domains affected by mTBI and does not further the
understanding of the trajectory of recovery. Despite the use of the RPQ by other
investigators for children and over the telephone, the instrument has not been validated in
this population or for the definition of PCS used in this study.18–20 Recall bias of severity of
symptoms before injury may have affected scoring on the RPQ. The variation in the person
completing the interview may have also affected symptom recall. Last, considerable time
has lapsed since initial data collection; however, similar data elements and procedures are
conducted in present studies.
Symptoms at the time of injury presentation in the ED may not accurately predict all
children and adolescents who develop PCS later, but they do provide a heuristic for
identifying patients at elevated risk. Increasing resources directed at identifying children and
adolescents with mTBI will ensure accurate incidence rates of the initial mTBI and help
clarify the incidence and predictors of disability after injury. Variables found to accurately
predict pediatric patients at risk for clinically significant intracranial injury need to be tested
to assess their ability to predict the risk for PCS. Other objective testing at the time of injury,
such as measures of reaction time, balance, and visual motor coordination, may be necessary
adjuncts to routine clinical assessment in these patients.
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Figure.

Frequency and severity of postconcussion syndrome (PCS) symptoms for all children and
adolescents with mild traumatic brain injury who completed follow-up (n=406).
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Characteristics of the Children and Adolescents Who Completed Follow-up and by Presence of PCS After
mTBIa
Completed Follow-up
(n = 406)

Characteristic

PCS
(n = 119)

No PCS
(n = 287)

Demographic Variables
Age
  Adolescents (11–18 y)

79.6

87.4

76.3

13.2 (3.5)

14.1 (3.2)

12.8 (3.6)

14.1 (5.0–18.0)

14.9 (5.5–18.0)

13.6 (5.9–18.0)

61.2

52.9

64.7

  White

84.5

82.4

85.4

  Non-Hispanic

94.1

93.8

94.2

Public insurance/self-pay

27.1

32.8

24.7

Prior TBI

29.7

29.4

29.8

Severe MOI

39.2

45.4

36.6

Arrival by EMS

53.2

56.9

51.6

Other diagnoses

68.7

73.1

66.9

  Mean (SD), y
  Median (range), y
Male sex
Race/ethnicity

Author Manuscript

ED Variables

Author Manuscript

GCS score <15

4.9

6.7

4.2

LOC

53.0

58.8

50.5

Headache

70.6

83.2

65.4

Amnesia

49.4

49.6

49.3

Nausea/vomiting

37.3

43.7

34.6

Other MS changes

91.9

91.6

92.0

CT in ED

54.2

63.0

50.5

Abnormal CT finding

3.5

3.4

3.5

Analgesics administered in ED

55.4

65.6

51.2

Discharge instructions for mTBI

63.1

57.9

65.2

Hospital admission

10.4

17.8

7.4

3-mo Follow-up Variables
Self-interview

35.7

44.5

32.1

Analgesics administered at home

56.9

70.6

51.2

Days of school missed >2
Mean (SD) [range]

Author Manuscript

In process of/have intent to sue

28.9

44.3

22.5

3.8 (9.0) [0–75]

7.4 (13.9) [0–75]

2.2 (5.2) [0–50]

9.6

19.3

5.6

Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; ED, emergency department; EMS, emergency medical services; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; LOC, loss
of consciousness; MOI, mechanism of injury; MS, mental status; mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury; PCS, postconcussion syndrome.
a

Unless otherwise indicated, data are expressed as percentage of patients.
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Table 2

Author Manuscript

Risk for PCS in Children and Adolescents After mTBI Who Presented to the ED
Characteristic

RR (95% CI)
Demographic Variables

Age, 11–18 vs 5–10 y

1.78 (1.10–2.89)

Sex, male vs female

0.71 (0.53–0.96)

Race/ethnicity

Author Manuscript

  White vs nonwhite

0.86 (0.58–1.26)

  Non-Hispanic vs Hispanic

0.95 (0.50–1.79)

Insurance, public/self-pay vs private

1.31 (0.96–1.80)

Prior TBI, yes vs no

0.99 (0.71–1.37)

Severe MOI, yes vs no

1.29 (0.96–1.74)

Mode of arrival, EMS vs walk-in

1.16 (0.85–1.59)

Other diagnoses

1.24 (0.88–1.75)
ED Variables

Author Manuscript

GCS scale <15, yes vs no

1.39 (0.80–2.43)

LOC, yes vs no

1.27 (0.93–1.73)

Headache, yes vs no

2.06 (1.34–3.17)

Amnesia, yes vs no

1.01 (0.75–1.36)

Nausea/vomiting, yes vs no

1.31 (0.97–1.76)

Other MS changes, yes vs no

0.97 (0.56–1.66)

CT in ED, performed vs not

1.44 (1.05–1.98)

CT finding, abnormal vs normal or not performed

0.97 (0.42–2.26)

Analgesics administered in ED, yes vs no

1.53 (1.11–2.11)

Discharge instructions for mTBI, yes vs no

0.80 (0.59–1.10)

Disposition, admitted vs discharged

1.86 (1.32–2.63)

3-mo Follow-up Variables
Interviewee, self vs parent/guardian

1.45 (1.07–1.95)

Analgesics administered at home, yes vs no

1.82 (1.29–2.56)

Days of school missed, >2 vs ≥2

1.96 (1.46–2.64)

In process of/have intent to sue, yes vs no

2.25 (1.65–3.08)

Abbreviations: RR, relative risk. For other abbreviations, see Table 1.

Author Manuscript
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